ABSTRACT Monitoring agents are deployed in distributed network environments to collect data and report events to a central coordinator. A widespread event is defined as an event that is observed by all monitoring agents simultaneously. Identifying widespread events can assist in detecting problems, such as cyberattacks, network malfunctions, and abnormal usages. However, detecting widespread events is challenging and a significant communication overhead can be incurred, because every monitoring agent must report any observed event to a central coordinator. In this paper, we study the problem of detecting widespread events accurately. Our proposed schemes can significantly reduce communication overhead and achieve perfect detection accuracy, which was not achieved by any previous studies. The new schemes can also identify generalized widespread events, defined as events observed by more than a predefined number of monitoring agents.
I. INTRODUCTION
In distributed networks, multiple monitoring agents, or sensors, are deployed at critical network segments or servers for the purpose of network and service management. They watch the status of network lines and servers to identify any special event that must be reported to a central coordinator as it is or summarized. Sequentially, the coordinator may share the information with other agents if necessary. In this paper, we assume that agents and a coordinator comprise a traditional two-tier management architecture [1] , [2] . Modern networks have become more distributed and complex because network systems, sensors, servers, and the internet of things are all interconnected. Therefore, a new architecture for network and service management is required for large-scale distributed networks, and the scalability of monitoring agents and a central coordinator must be studied.
In this paper, we study the problem of widespread events, which was recently investigated by Cai et al. [2] and Chen et al. [3] . A widespread event is defined as an event that has been observed by all monitoring agents. Events can include such instances as sensor data, simple IP addresses, URLs, system logs, or security alarms. Such events must be identified carefully because they are often generated in critical situations, network malfunctions, or cyber-attacks.
Because each agent covers and monitors only a local area, or even just its own sensor data, detected events must be transferred to a centralized coordinator that can ultimately determine if the event is indeed widespread. We focus especially on an efficient and accurate delivery protocol between agents and a coordinator.
Herein, we provide some examples of widespread events; first, a number of honeypots are deployed in enterprise networks [2] , [4] . Those nodes that contact honeypots are probably malicious software or attackers rather than normal users. We are particularly interested in any source address detected by all honeypots, i.e., a widespread event. In this case, honeypots must communicate with a centralized coordinator. Second, multiple intrusion detection systems can be deployed in a large enterprise. Any alert must be analyzed further in detail if it is commonly caught by all monitoring sensors. Therefore, each sensor must also communicate with a centralized coordinator. Additional examples of widespread events and the centralized detection model were summarized well in a previous study [2] .
A centralized detection model can identify widespread events; however, such a model requires significant communication resources from the central coordinator and resource-constrained monitoring agents. For example, commercial managed-security-service providers, information sharing and analysis centers, and national institutes for cyber security would monitor a large number of Internet sites and also incur significant communication overhead. Consider a monitored site has 1,000 devices that generate 100 security logs of 100 bytes per second, with the number of sites being 100. Then, at least 8 Gbps bandwidth is required from the coordinator.
Recently, Cai et al. [2] presented an efficient communication protocol based on bloom filters for detecting widespread events in distributed networks. Their best solution is known to achieve an overhead reduction in the range 63% to 91%. However, false-positive errors occur as a result of the bloom filters, necessitating further communication rounds.
In this paper, we present a new widespread detection scheme that can reduce communication overhead further, with accurate detection guaranteed for the first time. In addition, our advanced scheme can detect not only widespread events but also events that have been observed by more than a specified number of monitoring agents, a threshold scheme, while still preserving communication efficiency and detection accuracy. These advantages are a result of the bitmap data structure embedded in our proposed scheme in place of bloom filters.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The problem is defined in Section II. Section III describes the proposed widespread detection protocols. Section IV presents an experimental evaluation. Section V discusses related work. Conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND MOTIVATION

A. WIDESPREAD EVENTS
We assume that multiple monitoring agents are installed over a distributed network. Each agent collects information around it and reports events to the central coordinator. An event can be any instance, such as sensor data, simple IP addresses, URLs, system logs, or security alarms. In this study, we assume that a two-tier architecture of multiple monitoring agents and one centralized coordinator is used for collecting events from monitoring agents to be reported to the coordinator.
A widespread event is defined as an event that is commonly observed by all monitoring agents. For simplicity and consistency with related work, the goal of widespread detection in this paper is the same as that in a previous work [2] ; each monitoring agent must be able to identify widespread events from its observed event set while the communication overhead between agents and the coordinator must be minimized. To ensure fair comparison, the definition of communication overhead or communication cost is taken to be the number of total bits required for a communication protocol between all monitoring agents and the coordinator, as in the previous work [2] .
Let k be the number of monitoring agents, with the ith agent denoted as n i (0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1). Agent n i observes events, and the set of these events is denoted as S i . Without loss of generality, we can reorder these sets so that |S i−1 | is not greater than |S i |, i.e. |S i−1 | ≤ |S i |. Let W i be the set of widespread events observed by n i . By the definition of widespread events, W i = W j for any i and j, and simply let W = W i . Therefore, |W | ≤ min(|S i |). Note that e j is a non-widespread event if e j / ∈ W and e j ∈ (S i − W ) for some i. Let z be the number of bits required to encode an event name. If the event is a source IP address, then transferring e j requires 32 bits. If the event is a TCP/IP 5-tuple, a typical flow id, then approximately 100 bits are required. URLs would increase the number of bits multiple times. In some applications, z can be quite large, but we can use a hashed value of a fixed length instead of the original name. This substitution technique was also used in the previous study [2] , in which z was set to 64 bits . In this paper, we also set z to 64 bits, but this setting can be changed easily if necessary.
Using these notations, a naive solution to the widespread detection problem is shown in Fig. 1 (a) . n i builds its event set of S i and send it to the central coordinator. Here, n i collects the three events, e 1 , e 2 , and e 3 as set S i . The coordinator finds
. Let c n be the communication overhead of this naive approach. Then,
When the number of widespread events is substantially less than that of non-widespread events, c n ≈
B. θ-WIDESPREAD EVENTS
An event might still deserve special attention if it is observed by almost all monitoring agents. For example, 90% of agents can commonly observe abnormal traffic while only a small number of remotely located agents cannot see it. However, by definition, these events are not widespread. We define θ -widespread events as events that have been commonly observed by more than θ × k monitors. For example, identifying 0.9-widespread events with 100 monitoring agents means that an event must be identified if it is monitored by more than 90 agents. Note that traditional widespread events are 1.0-widespread events. The problem of identifying θ -widespread events generalizes the widespread detection problem from the previous study [2] .
In this paper, we present a new detection protocol for widespread events that achieves not only better communication efficiency but also higher detection accuracy. We also present an advanced version of this protocol that can enable each monitoring agent to identify θ-widespread events while still preserving efficiency and accuracy. As far as we know, this scheme is the first that achieves a range of improvements simultaneously.
C. MOTIVATION
Using the naive scheme from Fig. 1 (a) , a monitoring agent can identify widespread events in a distributed network, but the communication overhead is too high. Cai et al. [2] proposed the combinable filter solution with progressive filtering (CFSP), a compact and flexible solution for detecting widespread events. Each monitoring agent can adjust the size of its bloom filter, BF i , and the filter is reported to the CFSP coordinator. The coordinator combines different-sized bloom filters and return the combined bloom filter (CBF) to each monitoring agent. Each agent compares its own event set with the CBF to identify some candidates as widespread events. Fig. 1 (b) shows the overall CFSP protocol. One round comprises agent reporting and coordinator combining. With more rounds, the candidate set becomes closer to the set W of widespread events. If the error ratio is set to ε, then the number of rounds becomes − ln(ε) ln (2) . If ε = 0.001, then the CFSP requires approximately 10 rounds.
The fact that a bloom filter inherently causes false-positive errors motivated us to design a new communication protocol. We refer to the new scheme as Bitmap-based widespRead Event Detection (BRED). The BRED protocol comprises three principal steps, shown in Fig. 1 (c) . Each monitoring agent reports the size of its event set, |S i |, to the coordinator, which then computes an appropriate bitmap size, m, and notifies each agent of m during the first step. In the second step, n i generates its bitmap to encode S i and sends it to the coordinator. The coordinator builds a set of indexes for each bitmap and sends it back to the corresponding agent. Subsequently, each agent looks up the locally stored indexed events and creates a candidate set. In the third step, each agent reports its candidate widespread event set to the coordinator, which finally selects actual widespread events. The second step drops most non-widespread events and only potential widespread events are transferred during the third step.
III. BITMAP-BASED WIDESPREAD EVENT DETECTION
In this section, we present the details of our new widespread detection protocol, BRED, which we introduced in the previous section. Herein, we explain every step of BRED and present a numerical analysis model. 
A. BASIC PROTOCOL
The BRED protocol has 12 steps, shown in Fig. 2 . Note that steps from 1 to 4 comprise the first round in Fig. 1 (c) . Similarly, steps from 5 to 8 comprise the second round, and steps from 9 and 12 comprise the third round.
Each agent uses a bitmap and a hash table to record observed events, but only the bitmap is reported to the coordi- We use one hash function, h(e), to compute an index value for event e. We can use any hash function of even distribution, and a cryptographic hash function would be a candidate. Fig. 2 shows the detection protocol in detail. We define some notations as follows; B i denotes n i 's bitmap and B i [x] represents the xth location in
We explain each step shown in Fig. 2 as follows:
• step 1: Each agent n i collects events and incorporates them into set S i .
• step 2: n i notifies the coordinator of |S i |.
• step 3: the coordinator selects a proper value for m based on
We design function g to return the average of the S i instances multiplied by a specified constant less than four. Hence
where α is not greater than four. We prove this equation in the next section.
• step 4: the coordinator notifies all monitoring agents of m.
• step 5: n i records S i into a hash table of H i . We assume that a simple linked list is assigned for each slot to resolve hash collisions. Bitmap B i is initialized by set-
is not empty.
• step 6: only the bitmap is transferred to the central coordinator.
• • step 8: the coordinator sends each selected agent a list of bitmap indexes that would include widespread events.
• step 9: the agent searches the bitmap and hash table to find events indexed by the list. Then, the agent generates a set of potential widespread events, denoted as R i , by gathering all indexed events.
• step 10: the agent reports to the coordinator.
• step 11: for each event in R i , the coordinator counts the number of distinct agents that reported the event. Finally, the set of widespread events W is obtained by collecting events that are included in all R i instances, 0 ≤ i ≤ k −1.
• step 12: the coordinator sends W to the agents. We stress that BRED does not cause any detection errors such as false-positives or false-negatives that occur inherently in previous work [2] , [3] , [5] - [8] .
B. ANALYSIS MODEL
We introduce a numerical analysis model for BRED. Using this model, we can estimate communication overhead, and show that setting m to approximately |S i | is a reasonable choice.
We divide S i into two mutually exclusive sets, W and S i − W . W is a set of widespread events, whereas S i − W is a set of non-widespread events monitored by n i .
Most of the communication overhead is generated by steps 6 and 10. Steps 2 and 4 require only two integers. The total number of bits required for step 8 is much less than that for step 10. Note that step 10 always requires at least z times more bits than those required in step 8. Therefore, we consider only step 10 rather than step 8. Similarly, step 10 generally requires significantly more bits than step 12. We denote the total number of bits required for steps 6 and 10 as c 6 and c 10 , respectively. Once m is set by the coordinator, step 4 requires c 6 = k × m bits in total. Estimating how many bits are required for step 10 is the principal problem to solve in this analysis model.
Let U i,j be the event that B i [j] is set to '1' by a widespread event. Hence
Using equation (3), we can calculate the number of bits in B i that are set to '1' by all widespread events as m × (1 − e − |W | m ). When U i,j occurs, n i will receive an index of B i [j] at step 8. Because n i observed |W | widespread events, it will report |W | events to the coordinator at step 10. Therefore, this will generate |W |×z bits to report widespread events at step 10.
During step 10, non-widespread events can be reported to the coordinator mistakenly by n i . Suppose that U i,j occurs, and non-widespread events are also recorded in H i [j], i.e., a hash collision happens. Assuming that non-widespread events are randomly distributed over the hash table, one slot would include
non-widespread events on average. Hence the number of events reported mistakenly by
. Therefore, the total number of bits transferred during step 10, c 10 , becomes as follows: 
Differentiating equation (5) yields an optimal m for minimizing the equation, as follows:
where z is 64 bits. Equation 6 implies that optimal m cannot be fixed if |W | is not known a priori. Note that the coordinator does not know |W | at step 3. It must set m to a specific value less than 4 × |S|. In this paper, we use m = |S i |, which has been validated through exhaustive experiments.
C. BRED WITH NAME DIGEST
When R i is large, step 10 requires a large number of bits, which increases the communication overhead. This can happen when W is large, for example, when W ≈ min(S i ). We now present an advanced version of BRED that can lower communication overhead for steps 10 and 12. We call this scheme BREDD, representing BRED with the additional name Digest.
The basic idea of BREDD is to use a small number of bits from a hashed value of an event name instead of long event names of size z. Therefore, for steps 9 and 10, n i computes a hashed value of e j ∈ R i and uses only the first b-bits to represent e j . We call this b-bit as a digested name. Therefore, (z − b) bits are saved for each event in R i for step 10.
While BREDD can reduce communication overhead, false-positive errors can be introduced. Because BRED does not cause errors, there is a tradeoff between accuracy and efficiency.
We can compute a false-positive ratio of BREDD denoted as r f . For step 11, suppose that the coordinator has just collected R i including compressed names for potential widespread events together with their position information in B i . In Equation 4 , the total number of non-widespread events falsely reported to the coordinator becomes 
D. IDENTIFYING θ -WIDESPREAD EVENTS
A small modification to BRED enables monitoring agents to identify θ -widespread events. This is not possible with the current state-of-the-art technology [2] . To identify θ -widespread events, the coordinator selects any A[x] whose value is greater than θ for step 7 of BRED. Similarly, step 11 must be modified slightly for the coordinator to select any event that appears in more than θ R i instances. In the next section, we show that BRED can identify θ -widespread events as well as widespread events.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We analyze the performance of BRED and BREDD experimentally. BRED achieves better efficiency than CFSP, the current state-of-the-art technology, and perfect accuracy. For fair comparison, we use the basic experimental setting of CFSP [2] . Finally, we confirm that BRED and BREDD can identify θ -widespread events as well.
A. EXPERIMENT SETUP
The experimental setup follows CFSP [2] . The number of events in each monitor is randomly selected between 100,000 and 1,000,000 by default. The set of widespread events is generated with the intersection ratio, R INTS , defined as
which is the ratio between the number of widespread events and the minimum |S i |. The default value of R INTS is 0.5 and k is 10 if not explicitly stated otherwise. With this default setting, the average of |S i | is approximately 550,000. The principal performance metrics include the communication overhead, the total number of bits received/sent between the coordinator and the monitoring agents, and the identification accuracy. We use md5 as a hash function.
B. EXPERIMENTS WITH BRED AND BREDD
In the first set of experiments, we test BRED with a range of different parameters. In the second set of experiments, we compare BRED, BREDD, CFSP, and a raw-data scheme. In a raw-data scheme, event names are transferred naively, creating substantial communication overhead. The current state-of-theart scheme is CFSP, which is based on bloom filters [2] . For BREDD, we use b = 20 bits to represent a digested event name because a smaller value causes collisions. Both BREDD and CFSP inherently have falsely-identified widespread events. Fig. 5 compares their error ratio. We confirm that BREDD generates substantially less communication overhead than CFSP for the same false-positive ratio. Through exhaustive experiments, we confirm that BREDD always outperforms CFSP in terms of both communication overhead and false-positive errors, i.e. both performance and accuracy. Moreover, BRED and BREDD require only one hash operation per event while CFSP requires multiple hash operations for bloom filters. Finally, we test BRED and BREDD for θ -widespread events. Fig. 6 compares the communication overheads with respect to R INTS . The labels BREDθ and BREDDθ indicate that BRED and BREDD are designed to identify θ -widespread events. For example, BRED0.9 implies that an event is to be identified by BRED if more than θ agents observe the event. Note that CFSP does not support this kind of detection for generalized widespread events. 
V. RELATED WORK
A widespread event was defined and a bloom filter-based detection protocol was presented by Cai et al. [2] . Since widespread events can imply cyber-attacks, network malfunctions, or hot keywords in search engines, they must be identified as early as possible in distributed monitoring environments.
Xiao et al. [7] proposed an identification scheme of sources that persistently communicate with a destination in continuous measurement periods. Huang et al. [5] studied a generalized problem dealing with sources that can be detected if they occur more than k times out of t measurement periods.
Dai et al. [8] found persistent items in a single stream, arguing that a persistent item appears in a data set frequently over a long period of time. Finding persistent items VOLUME 6, 2018 in distributed environment with a master-slave model is presented in a previous study [6] . Note that all of these recent works are riddled with false-positive or false-negative errors.
Bitmap data structures are commonly used in high-speed traffic measurements such as detection of heavy-hitters [9] , heavy-distinct hitters [10] and widespread events [2] . They save memory space or network bandwidth by succinctly encoding event information and providing an approximate estimation. Note that a bitmap has multiple bits initialized to zero. When a new event is observed, its hashed value is computed to find the bit location and the indexed bit is set to one. When a monitoring period is completed, the bitmap is decoded for any given event. A Bloom filter works in a similar way with multiple hash functions for membership testing in network applications [11] .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a new scheme for identifying widespread events in distributed networks. The proposed scheme outperforms state-of-the-art methods in terms of both communication efficiency and detection accuracy. This new scheme is fit for highly-distributed networks such as the future Internet of Things, as well as current enterprise-level distributed environments.
